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Chase has been reunited with his younger sister, Lilli. He doesn't remember his past, but Lilli

doesâ€•she remembers their parents, and life before their planet was destroyed. Chase and Lilli are

different. Chase can "phase"â€•pass through objects, and Lilli can "transport"â€•send a copy of

herself to other locations, even other planets. There are only two people who may have the key to

their abilities, and their purposes: Captain Lennard, who is harboring Chase and Lilli (and Chase's

friend, Parker) on his spaceship, and Asa Kaplan, who may be responsible for an interplanetary

takeover meant to push Lennard out of power. Chase, Parker, Lilli, android Mina, and the solider

Maurus are fighting for their lives, the lives of Lennard and his crew, and for the truth about what

Asa has in store for the universe.The Stolen Moon, the thrilling sequel to Lost Planet by Rachel

Searles, is an exciting science fiction adventure perfect for Star Wars fans."Searles' action- and

intrigue-packed sci-fi thriller is peopled with characters who are sometimes confused, sometimes

heroic and sometimes bratsâ€•that is to say, always genuine. . . . Star Trek for young fans of the

genre, who'll be thrilled at the prospect of a sequel." -Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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Let me start by saying that I read this prior to allowing my 10 year old son to ready it to make sure it

was okay. I like how the author kept the story at the right level. So many books these days seem

compelled to have swearing and put young people in adultish situations, it was good to see an

author that doesn't seem compelled to do so.So on to the review, this book takes off where "Lost

Planet" leaves you. I don't want to give anything away if you are interested in the books, so I'll keep

my review general and generic.This is definitely the book that turns this into a series with an

underlying thread that stitches the stories together. I thought we might be looking at a trilogy, but

after reading this, it looks like a longer series. That said, it's not necessarily a bad thing. I don't know

that it wouldn't have been better to have us like the victims more that this book motivated you. As a

part of a series, it might be excused, but we should have gotten a better view of the alien

perspective than we did, they are almost just part of the scenery here and I feel that we might cared

more if we had their perspective. The focus was definitely in our small band and those around them.

The book revealed a little more about our heros and what is going on in the universe, but not a ton

and not until the last few chapters. It will be interesting to see what happens next, but it's no "Empire

Strikes Back." I think my son wishes it was, it took him a while to really get into it and I could tell that

he was trying.We are looking forward to the next installment.Thanks

My twin 8-year-olds couldn't wait for this book to come out in paperback, so I would order it for them

(they previously had read "Lost Planet"). They were not disappointed. They tell me it's better than

the first book, and they consider themselves science fiction fans, from having read both books.

This book was a great sequel to The Lost Planet. It was full of action and adventure and I felt like I

was Chase Garrett. All in all this book was great and I hope that there is another sequel in this

series so I can re-visit the world of The Lost Planet Series.

This series has been incredibly great so far, and I cannot wait to read the next book, thank you so

much

The book is action packed, full of excitement and, a twist I insist that all the bored people around the

world.....

What an exciting book...full of action and surprises. If this book tasted like food it would definitely be



cake and bacon.

I work in a school library and my students love this!

I don't know what to say, it's just very action packed. that's really all I have to sayHi. Bye
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